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Combating anxiety with innovation
Anxiety among patients considering deep brain 
stimulation surgery is common. (6-1-22)

REDCap fee policy update
Under the new policy, REDCap projects in 
development or production shall incur an annual 
hosting fee of $250 per project per year. (6-2-22)

Internet Explorer going away for good 
Microsoft has announced that Internet Explorer 
11 (IE11) will be disabling the legacy browser.  
(6-2-22)

Forum focus: Campus safety 
Mass shootings and the COVID-19 pandemic. 
(6-3-22)

Report: Work needed to build rural health 
workforce 
The study was commissioned and funded by the 
UNMC Office of Rural Health Initiatives and the 
Nebraska Area Health Education Center Program 
(AHEC). (6-16-22)

New NU strategic plan stresses value of higher 
ed 
The University of Nebraska System will work 
to set “a new model for student access and 
success” and invest in people, workforce 
development and research strengths under 
an updated strategic plan released today by 
President Ted Carter. (6-24-22)

CAPS office is open for summer and available to 
help
Students who were enrolled in the previous 
spring semester, and for the upcoming fall 
semester, are eligible for all CAPS services, even 
if they take no summer classes. (6-27-22)

Nebraska Medicine is once again recognized 
because of you!
We are again in elite company when it comes to 
public and patient perception. (6-1-22)

The gun violence must stop 
A message from Dr. Linder about our safety and 
well-being. (6-2-22)

Nebraska Medical Center on Newsweek’s Best 
Maternity Hospitals list 
It’s the only Nebraska hospital recognized among 
the 350 nationwide hospitals that earned the 
honor. (6-3-22)

No time for seclusion during a month spotlighting 
inclusion 
Anna Cramer, JD, chief legal and advocacy 
officer, shares why June is a good time to 
celebrate, participate, and learn when it comes to 
diversity and inclusion. (6-7-22)

Colleague forum: Leaders discuss safety, security 
and COVID-19 
We are committed to keeping staff, patients and 
visitors safe in our facilities. (6-10-22)

Mexican soccer star raises vaccine awareness 
Armando de Alba, MD, was instrumental in 
organizing the event. (6-29-22)
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